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HALE'S Mil©— OR,

—

COAL OIL BURNER
Is now generally acknowledged to be

SUPERIOR T© AM* OTHI1I
In use. A moment's examination will convince

any one of this fact.

The ADJUSTABLE TUBE

Embodies a principle in the production of light which
no other lamp possesses. The wick, being stationery, is

fixed, when trimmed and ready to burn, so that the top
of it reaches to JUST THAT POINT in the SOLAR
CAP where the draft is perfect, and as a consequence

THE COMBUSTION IS COMPLETE!
It is a significant fact and one which all who propose to use the

COAL OIIL, TuAJl&F
OUGHT TO KNOW, that in ALL lamps where the wick is moved up to get the
light, instead of being stationary and the tube sliding down off of it, as in Hale's,
the wick, when the light is all " on," is raised from one-quarter to three-eights of an
inch nearer the ¥ solar cap " than it is in HALE'S ; the consequence of which is,

that the draft and combustion so necessary to produce a perfect light becomes
deranged, and a portion of the oil escapes into the room, creating not only an offen-

sive odor, but causing a great waste of burning material.

Another and a serious difficulty with all moveable wicks is, that they are inclined

to STICK IN THE TUBE. Another is, that the spurs bv which they are moved
up frequently THROW THEM UP UNEVENLY, causing smoke before a
proper amount of light is obtained. These difficulties are all obviated in

HALE'S STATIONARY WICK.
Recent advices from the Atlantic States apprise us of the fact " That there is no
sale for any moveable wick burners where

HALE'S ADJUSTABLE TUBE
can be obtained." We wish also to call the attention of the public to the diffierent

kinds of POOR COAL OILS in the market. These cheap Oils have been shipped
to this State to find a market, because the game has been " played out " where the
article is known. We are in receipt bv every arrival of a PURE ARTICLE of
KEROSENE and PHENOLINE, which we WARRANT to be of the YERY
BEST QUALITY—WHITE AND LIMPID.

Remember that HALE'S LAMP can be obtained only of us.

BEAGG & CO.,
200 WASHINGTON STREET, Sole Agents for the Pacific Coast.


